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We implement split-brain prevention in OpenSAF by utilizing a consensus service that implements a 
replicated state machine. The consensus service shall use quorum to prevent state changes in network 
partitions that don't include more than half of the nodes in the cluster. In network partitions containing 
half of the nodes or less, the state is either read-only or unavailable. Thus, it is important to keep in 
mind that the consensus service by itself does not prevent the presence of multiple active system 
controller nodes. In the case when the network has been split up into partitions and the current active 
system controller no longer has write access to the state machine, we have to rely on some additional 
mechanism like fencing to ensure that the current active system controller disappears before a new 
active system controller can be chosen among the nodes that do have write access to the replicated state
machine. If fencing is not available, the old active system controller can detect that it has lost write 
access and step down from its active role. The nodes with write access must then use a sufficiently long
delay to ensure that the old system controller has stepped down before a new active system controller 
can be selected among the nodes with write access.

The consensus service can be implemented for example using the RAFT algorithm. When using RAFT,
there are mainly three possibilities:

1. The RAFT servers run on the same nodes as OpenSAF
2. The RAFT servers run on a subset of the OpenSAF nodes
3. The RAFT servers run on an external set of nodes, outside of the OpenSAF cluster

From the implementation perspective, we should not have to care about which of these three cases that 
is being used. The client API provided by the RAFT cluster should work in the same way in all three 
cases. Furthermore, we should not have to care about what RAFT implementation that is being used, or
if it uses some other consensus algorithm like Paxos or Zab. Therefore, and abstraction layer shall be 
used. The abstraction layer shall provide a common subset of the RAFT client API from several 
different implementations. The abstraction layer should provide the following functionality:

 Read the state
 Atomic update of the state
 Acquire and release a lock
 Asynchronous notification of state changes

The API of the etcd RAFT implementation shall be used as a basis for the abstraction layer, but the  
abstraction layer shall be generic enough that some other consensus service can be used instead, for 
example ZooKeeper.



Replicated state
The consensus service provides a client API to a replicated state machine. We use this replicated state 
to store the name (and possibly the address) of the current active system controller, as well as for a lock
to protect this state. When using the RAFT protocol, the replicated state will be stored on persistent 
local storage on each node which is participating in the RAFT cluster.

It is important to monitor the health of the process holding the lock in the replicated state, to ensure that
the lock is released if the process holding it crashes or becomes unresponsive. Otherwise, a faulty 
process could block fail-over to another node, or even block a new (re-started) process on the same 
node. This is nothing new in OpenSAF, since holding the lock in the replicated state is similar to 
publishing a TIPC name. A node fail-over cannot happen today until the TIPC name of the old active 
service has been withdrawn.

OpenSAF Leader Election
Currently, OpenSAF elects the first active system controller at initial cluster start, after a cluster restart,
and after simultaneous failure of both the active and the standby system controllers. This leader 
election is based on time-outs rather than on quorum, and is therefore not split-brain safe in the 
presence of network partitions or network disturbances. However, we can keep this leader election even
when using the pluggable arbitration interface. When no arbitration service is available, the interface 
will perform no action and OpenSAF will work in the same way as before. When a consensus service 
has been plugged in, we will first use the ordinary leader election, and then the elected leader will use 
the pluggable consensus service as an extra safety mechanism to prevent split-brain.

Use case 1: Cluster (re)start
When starting the cluster for the first time, the replicated state machine does not contain any previous 
state on persistent storage. In this case, the elected OpenSAF leader will acquire a lock on the state 
which holds the current active system controller node, and - if the lock was successfully acquired and 
the state is still empty when reading it again after acquiring the lock - write its own node name into the 
state. If the state was successfully updated then it will continue with the active role.

If the lock cannot be acquired then the node will continue trying to acquire the lock for as long as it 
considers itself to be a leader.

If the lock is acquired but the state is not empty, check the node name of the current active system 
controller node. If it is our own node, continue with the active role.

If the lock is acquired but the state is not empty, and the name of the currently active node (according 
to the state) is not our own node: fence the other node, write our own node into the state, and then 
continue with the active role.

Note: The cluster re-start use case also applies when a new system controller has been elected after a 
simultaneous failure of both the active and the standby system controllers, i.e. after recovering from the



so-called SC absence state.

Use case 2: SI-Swap (Switch Active and Standby SC roles)
The old active system controller already holds the lock of the replicated state. It clears the state and 
releases the lock. The new active acquires the lock and - if lock is successfully acquired and the state is 
empty - writes its own node name into the state. It then continues with the active role.

If the lock is acquired but the state is not empty, check the node name of the currently active node. If it 
is our own node, continue with the active role.

If the lock is acquired but the state is not empty, and the name of the currently active node (according 
to the state) is not our own node: fence the other node, write our own node into the state, and then 
continue with the active role.

Use case 3: System Controller Fail-Over
FM detects loss of connectivity with the old active system controller. The standby system controller 
continuously tries to acquire the lock. When lock has been acquired, it reads the state to find the name 
of the old active system controller. If the old active system controller is our own node, continue with 
the active role. If the old active is some other node: fence it, write our own node name into the state, 
and then continue with the active role.

Note: fencing is already today implemented in FM. When the pluggable consensus service is available, 
it is important to first acquire the lock and update the replicated state before fencing the old active 
system controller.

When Fencing is Disabled
When we don't have fencing, the active system controller must constantly monitor that it has write 
access to the shared state. This can be achieved if the client API can notify us when we have lost 
connectivity to the consensus service, and/or lost the lock. If the client API does not support this, we 
can periodically update the replicated state with an increasing sequence number. Another node can then
detect that the old active system controller has lost write access by noticing that the replicated state has 
not been updated in a long time.

When taking over the system controller role, the new active system controller must first acquire the 
lock, and then wait for a sufficiently long time that the old active system controller has stepped down.

Note: when fencing is disabled, we rely on the availability of the consensus service. Unavailability of 
the consensus service will cause unavailability of the OpenSAF system controller functionality. 
OpenSAF can provide limited functionality without system controller functionality though, when the 
SC absence feature is enabled.
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